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Phil Shannon’s candlestick pulleys

Another of Steve Huck’s engines

President’s Message: I have always liked the 
phrase "one mans junk is another mans 
treasure".  According to my wife, I sure do have 
a lot of Treasure!! The reason I bring this up is I 
have seen a lot more yard sales and a lot more 
people selling at the flea markets.  Garage, 
yard sales and estate sales are a great place to 
find tools and machinery. Most of the good 
deals I have found over the years are because 
most of the people buying at yard sales are not 
interested in these items.  I also see yard sales 
starting on Thursdays and Fridays.  So if you 
are out and about, you might want to check out 
a few of them.  If you do find a great deal on 
something that you may not need, maybe buy it 
and sell it to someone in the club who could use 
it!  We have a lot of new machinists who could 
use the stuff!!  And of course, you might want to 
use it to trade at our Annual club swap coming 
up soon!  This months meeting will be a show 
and tell for everybody.  Please bring in 
something you have made, or maybe a "trick" 
you have found or something along those lines. 
Lots of shows coming up this summer,hope to
see you at some!  See you Wednesday.  Rick  



Don Foren brought in some sample parts of the CNC 
kit he is building . The parts are MDF and were cut out on a 
CNC, the lettering of the parts was also done on a CNC as 
well. Dan Schwartz of Ypsilanti Michigan is selling the kits.
Check out cncdemon.com

Steve Huck glued  together three layers of 
styrofoam, cut out freehand  an engine block 
using a hotwire cutter, coated the pattern 
and dried it with a heat gun. Rick used his 
aluminum casting magic and  whala ! 


